BEWARE of ANGELS!!

Warnings regarding Dreams and Visions.
Email Communications regarding the 'dreams and visions' of Ernie Knoll & co. Comments
by Temcat and others as well as excellent articles from others who also analyzed the
situation. See the conclusion of the story also below.

Letters: At first this seemed wonderful but then. . .
Well, I took some time to study it and I am sure it is not of God. Whether it is
demonic, I am not sure; HOWEVER I believe if the devil did not initiate it he will certainly
USE it to his advantage . Before I get into the letters: here is a summary of how Satan
can and will likely use these things:
1. It entertains sdas, giving a false sense of being on the 'in' and somehow secure-- they will not
use the time for study- but listen to more entertainment.
2. It does not emphasize character building-and deep repentance- only surface things- externals
like rock music.
3. The devil will get people hanging on these folks' every word-- then he will gradually bring in
more false info- gradually turning the sheep into a trap as they follow this man like the pied
piper.
4. The material is childish and some of it silly- this is an earmark of Satanic delusions. I have read
plenty of examples.
5. The material just patterns after SOP and all the 'new' info it gives is only silly details that God
would never give. Jeanine Sautron is the same.
6. The angels praise this man and make him feel he is ultra special; God does not do this in this
way at all. This is Satanic.

More Letters:
1.Do you think this guy is on medication?? Or maybe an X-druggie? I remember
that in EGWs day there was a dear brother who started having wonderful experiences
and she told them that it was the result of the medications.
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2. I have had dreams from God and I have talked to many who also have--I think
it is part of the Holy Spirit's leading--but always has to be carefully measured against
inspiration and it does not happen frequently.
3. It is weird--I am thinking he is on meds and dreaming from what he is thinking
about-- when I first heard him--it seemed good but his wife's behavior is really strange!
No true messenger will stand in the pulpit and giggle!! BUT as I read more last evening
I saw that angel-angel everywhere pattern and it reminded me of other ones I have
seen that were false.
I'd hate to think they are deliberately lying. It would be better if he just wrote
some of them out as articles and not claim inspiration. Others are like the kind of
dreams I get when I am over tired--Have you ever read the book by Morneau
"Beware of Angels"? This angel-angel pattern is clear there. I would always say
beware of chatty angels--God's angels are men of few words and usually they
only speak scripture to pass their messages.
The dramatic things like dashing up on a white horse and stuff is overkill and
typical of the human mind or (God forbid) the evil angels hoopla. The one where he had
a weird pet is like the angels in Morneau's book. The people in that story ended up
committing crimes, and even murder, led by these 'angels' and thinking they were
obeying God!
Then when the Gabriel thing came in one of the articles--then it sounds like that
lady from the orient whose name I forget. Some of the 'dreams' are rambling on and on
and this is like other false prophets I have seen. THEN as you notice--SELF and the
importance of ME and MY WORK comes to the front more and more.
Notice this statement:
"What Becky and I are doing with the ministry is exactly as He has planned. There is no
error in anything we have done. These are messages that He has sent to His people. He is
the author and inspiration of not only the dreams, but also the correspondence and the
website. The 4 His People Ministry is very important." E Knoll.
(And yet now he has admitted he lied and made up things that he wrote!)
SDAs love entertainment--not hard study--if they turn to this guy for light--they
will wait on him and not search for themselves. That could be the pit. Anyway--it has
been a challenge to 'try the spirits'. I'd hate to think I've found them liars!! (That has now
come true)
4. Oh; the other thing I was going to say about Dreams and Visions--is that as I
have said, I have had dreams from the Lord--and I know many who have--but that does
not mean suddenly we are someone special and need to stand up on a pedestal and be
admired. ANYONE can have dreams from the Lord, if the Lord chooses to communicate
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that way. It is part of the general guidance of the Holy Spirit, often par for the course for
God's workers. BUT it does not happen often because God wants us to be taught by His
Word and SOP and when we get prayerfully into that--WOW THEN the Spirit really
communicates!
5. Yes, Clued in by this I looked closer; No it is not genuine--someone is badly
deceived.
Comment:
The angels give too much information, like you noticed. In the SOP we are
not given that much information about heaven, animals, and its buildings etc....I think
they are sincere, but, I think that Satan is the one giving the dreams etc....When I look
at the couple I see two very nice looking conservative people, who appear to be very
Christian, and they very well may be. BUT....one of the dangers of these last days is
believing a lie, and somewhere along the path, they have believed something that is a
lie, and this in turns leaves them open to spiritual manifestations, or spiritualism.
The Holy Spirit is a spirit of truth. That is reinforced several times in
scripture. We are warned not to sit in church and listen to false messages. There is a
deeper reason for that warning, and I think it has to do with hypnotism, spiritualism,
NLP. I only listened to one of their talks, but read quite a few of his dreams. They
appeal to conservatives, because he says all the RIGHT things, and in turn this disarms
us. I think that the time is past for NEW prophets, because isn't that what he is saying
WITHOUT coming out and saying it? That is one of the things that I saw with Victor
Houtiff and the Shepherd's Rod. Houtiff quotes the SOP, but he adds a whole lot
more. We are certainly like DUMB SHEEP, led to the slaughter because we won't
study for ourselves.
Reply:
Yes -- the 'something' for many I think ,is the refusal to accept the fact that we
can't remain where error is being taught! It is not enough to just 'not like it'. You
need to 'Hike it’ -- get out of there!
Another Comment:
I've only read a little bit and it doesn't take me long to form a very strong opinion
negative about this man and his dreams. I didn't read all of his dreams and experiences
and just grabbed at the first ones presented, and that is my awful mistake.. [me too] but
when I read about the black leopard, give me a break! That is not inspired writing....I
feel much stronger about that then _____ allows himself to express. BUT HERE IS THE
CLINCHER: As I started reading this paragraph something about the style and wording
sounded so familiar, and the first thing that popped into my mind was it reminded me of
the way the SO CALLED MESSAGES OF FATIMA are addressed to whomever.
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The instigator of these dreams is the same designer of the false virgin Mary and Fatima
apparitions! That's all my opinion anyhow.....
Temcat:
I have found an interesting phenomenon as I have read matter like E. Knoll's and
also channeled messages from spirits. There are certain characteristics ALWAYS
present in these materials and NEVER present in the biblical prophets or Ellen White.
They will always garble words and put them together in a weird, unnatural
way. They love word games. When they use material from the Bible they twist it and yet
get you going along with it.
For example the Mountain and mustard seed thing in the spirit's discourse to EK.
NO where is there any mention of turning a mustard seed into a mountain!! This is total
garbling of scripture!!
Don't overlook these things or shrug them off saying, "Oh--well it means the
same thing". It does NOT at all and if you get used to accepting garbled scripture--soon
you don't know whether you are coming or going!
Realize that presenting something garbled or confusing is one of the keys to
using Ericksonian Hypnosis. The listener's mind gets busy trying to sort out the
meaningless jabber and is wide open to hypnotic suggestion. ANYTIME, friends, that
you find wording being jabbered together or Biblical concepts being mixed and
scrambled around, RUN don't walk--out of the situation. The familiar spirits are master
hypnotists and no human is any match for them.
Notice the chummy, chummy over-friendliness of the spirit in the dreams--This is
one of Satan's elite--the familiar spirits. They can put on such a loving, chummy front-inwardly they are vile and venomous. I remember reading an account of people who
really thought they had Guardian angels sent to help them. The spirit would stride into
their home wearing a sword strapped to his waste--he was so reassuring and friendly-another familiar spirit situation. These people had a deliverance ministry--it was a case
of play acting by the evil angels--devil VS. devil.
The danger with SDAs today is that they have become accustomed to
EXCUSING error--saying, “Oh, it’s just a little off”; or “Oh I'm sure he didn't mean it that
way; don't make a big deal out of it!” Friends, we are in the LAST of the LAST days--and
Satan has to use very subtle, tricks padded with lamb’s wool to try and get the elect
deceived. SO if it is a little off-- don't shrug it off!
The way to be able to spot a counterfeit is to study in great depths the true works
of inspiration--soon then with prayer and the help of the Holy Spirit, while something
may catch you eye for a moment, you soon see the danger signals and drop it.
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It is only with extensive reading and study of SOP and Bible that we have the
foundation solid enough that, with the help of the Holy Spirit, we can tell the spurious
from the precious. Those who feed their soul on non-inspired material, laced with a text
or so, cannot 'smell' the difference between the precious and the vile.
Another thing I have found always with this kind of spirit material--At first I enjoy
it-- but very soon it gets stupid and garbled and then I start to feel dirty--like I want to
wash my brain out with soap or take a bath or something. When you have experienced
this, you know what the Bible means when it says "Unclean Spirits".
Friends, why eat out of the dumpster when we have a heavenly banquet spread
for us in the Bible and SOP?? As I read or listen to these, prayerfully, my heart fills with
peace and joy and my mind is lifted to higher plains. As God says to us, why will you
forsake the pure snow-water of Lebanon and hue out cisterns that hold no water??
Please be aware folks that Satan & co. are EXPERTS in making you FEEL that
what you are hearing, reading or seeing is the most wonderful thing ever! I ran into this
in New Age type pursuits, and it can really fool you! If God does not work to open your
eyes--you may be led captive to feelings, ever seeking for more happy flights of fantasy,
until too late you wake up on the outside of the New Jerusalem--don't trust feelings and
ALWAYS Beware of Angels!!
See also these articles on temcat.com they are very helpful PDF critiques:

A Second writer Comments
What is said here is scary in one way- E K has people who are EDITING his
stuff and trying to MAKE IT agree with SOP- this is a hazard and will make the testing of
the spirits more difficult. We need to pray that the source be exposed--and people be
undeceived! IF these dreams were of God--then to edit them would be a SIN! AND if they are
not- then to EDIT THEM TO MAKE THEM APPEAR THAT THEY ARE- is a DOUBLE
SIN! Someone is going to have BLOOD of SOULS to answer for!!
Here was a big thing that got my attention esp. with the last person's letter- Ernie makes it
prominent that he is NOT a student of Bible or SOP--AND the 'angel' says don't worry
about it!!!
NOW we are told that only those who are diligent students of the WORD will stand- so
WHY would God reward a person who deliberately is NOT a student of the WORD with
special revelations???
He would not - but SATAN HAS to choose such for his use—for he fears the WORD!

An Open Letter:
Note: Ellen White dealt with a similar case where a girl was claimed to have
visions from God. Notice the underlined:
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"Every effort you make to lead souls into the truth is fruitless because you bring
up your daughter's spurious visions, comparing them with Sister White's, and
thus lead souls to believe a lie. Satan can speak some truth to those he wishes to
deceive, as he did to Christ. He can so interweave truth with falsehood that the
truth will be of none effect." To Brother and Sister Garmire 12MR 117

Biblical Warning Update 9/07/08
Jeremiah 23:25 I have heard what the prophets said, that prophesy lies in my name,
saying, I have dreamed, I have dreamed.
26 How long shall this be in the heart of the prophets that prophesy lies? yea, they are
prophets of the deceit of their own heart;
27 Which think to cause my people to forget my name by their dreams which
they tell every man to his neighbour, as their fathers have forgotten my name for
Baal.
32 Behold, I am against them that prophesy false dreams, saith the LORD, and do tell
them, and cause my people to err by their lies, and by their lightness; yet I sent
them not, nor commanded them: therefore they shall not profit this people at all, saith
the LORD.
I think that reference to lightness is right on!! because the dreams specifically tell people
certain things:
1. Your standing with the Lord is unimportant as He chooses a derelict--who was hating
God to be a 'prophet'.
2. Knowledge of SOP and Bible is unimportant as God will tell you directly what you
need to know.
3. The Prophetic Present Truth Message is to be ignored and doesn't matter.
4. Religion is fun and games with dimpled angels and dashing white horses!!
LIGHTNESS!
5. Emphasis is being placed on reforms which we are told will NOT come unless it is
through the prophetic message of the hour.
Notice this about another false prophet from Jeremiah:
Jeremiah 29:31 Send to all them of the captivity, saying, Thus saith the LORD concerning
Shemaiah the Nehelamite; Because that Shemaiah hath prophesied unto you, and I sent him
not, and he caused you to trust in a lie:
Jeremiah 29:32 Therefore thus saith the LORD; Behold, I will punish Shemaiah the Nehelamite,
and his seed: he shall not have a man to dwell among this people; neither shall he behold the
good that I will do for my people, saith the LORD; because he hath taught rebellion against the
LORD.

When we look at the original Hebrew we find that word “Nehelamite” means “the
Dreamer”!!
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End of the Story: After receiving many indignant emails denouncing
TEMCAT.COM for exposing the danger of this person and his ‘ministry’; now it
finally comes about that Ernie Knoll has be exposed as lying and making up
dreams and stories—on more than one occasion—and unreliable by his own
ministry. This material below is from one of the leaders of ‘his ministry’.
However be warned that Ernie has simply set up his own website and is going
on with ‘Business as usual’. He is making a big emphasis on his ‘being forgiven’
and so on—but for those that have real spiritual insight, it is clear that he is a
false prophet—offering lightness and foolishness to the people.
On the now defunct website, a most horrifying message of intentional deceit:
The 4 His People Ministry Board learned of some very disturbing information the week of
July 15. This information has led us to believe that though the dreams appear to be of a
supernatural source, we now believe that this source was of Satan.
Along with the meetings being cancelled and no future meetings authorized by the board,
please know that Ernie and Becky Knoll are suspended from any activity related to the 4
His People Ministry.
Please cease contributing funds to this ministry.
For those of you who read the testimony and/or received emails from someone going by the
name of “Candace”, we were able to determine through tracking email IP information,
that Ernie Knoll is “Candace”. When pressed, he admitted to this on July 21 at 2:43pm in a
phone call to two ministry board members. We have also determined that the “Great
Commission Counsel” is also Ernie Knoll.
We urge everyone who has a “dream book” to throw it away, as we now understand that
there are mind control elements in it.
We sincerely apologize to all who have read and believed these messages. We pray that
those whose lives have been affected, including those of us on this ministry team and our
families, will find closure. Thankfully, we have a loving Savior in Jesus Christ who is
willing to forgive all who come to Him with sincere repentance.
While we have concerns about some of the arguments and statements made by those who
openly opposed the dreams, we apologize to you specifically. We may at some time in the
future ask that you consider the unscriptural positions taken, but it is clearly not
appropriate at this time.
Please know that all of us involved in this ministry, only ever wanted to serve in the cause
of Christ, to win souls for the kingdom. It is our prayer that those who have returned to
Jesus, as a result of these messages, will not cast Him aside. While we cannot trust in man’s
opinions, we can trust Jesus. Always look to Jesus for light and strength. May He find us
ready, when He returns.
4 His People Ministry Board
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